In this paper, investigators evaluated the protective effects of selenocysteine oxygen deprivation-induced neurotoxicity using in vitro system. The study includes interesting findings and the authors' effort should be congratulated, however there are several issues that should be addressed.
Introduction:
Their tested hypothesis has not been described in the paper. The hypothesis should be addressed in the introduction.
Authors document that Selenium has potent antioxidant role based on previous evidences. Reviewer agrees the potential effects in Selenium: however in my understanding there are no relations between Selenium and Selenocystein (SeC) in biological functions -as authors mentioned Selenocystein is a Selenium-containing Cystein. Therefore discussing antioxidant potential in Selenium would cause reader's confusion. If there is any biological similarity, it should be described.
Materials and Methods:
Oxygen deprivation was chemically induced by sodium hydrosulfite: however their methods indicate no glucose deprivation in the system. Therefore, this would be oxygen deprivation-induced toxicity but not OGD.
The reviewer also suggests including discussion about why they used chemically induced oxygen-deprivation protocol compared with widely-used method with 95%N2 and 5%CO2.
ANOVA should be used for statistical methods for comparing multi groups.
Results:
Standard symbols, but not characters, should be used to indicate Statistical significance.聽 Figure 1D . In my view, cells in control are morphologically un-healthy -shrinkage of dendrites etc -as compared with normal hippocampal neurons. Authors should describe more details of culture methods. Figure 2C . There is no information of SeC concentration in TUNEL assay. Since all analyses in this study are in vitro and TUNEL is a standard methodology compared with FCM, authors should include quantitate results but not only images. Figure 4D : There are no information of Sec concentration. Since the study only uses in vitro methods, repeated assessments and the quantification should be included for the publication, to confirm the preliminary observation in Figure 4D .
Discussion:
The first paragraph is not discussion of their results. It should be included in the introduction.
In my view, their results in superoxide anion and DNA damage markers are still preliminary (only one images) to discuss.
Their studies only use in vitro methods: thus the limitation should be included in the discussion.
Without results from in vivo stroke model, the reviewer cannot support their conclusion -"Our findings validated the potential application of Se-containing compounds in the chemoprevention and chemotherapy of cerebral ischemic stroke".
Open peer review report 2 Reviewer: N. Scott Litofsky, University of Missouri-Columbia School of Medicine, Columbia, UNITED STATES. Comments to the authors: Strengths: Nicely performed experiments. Weaknesses relate to insufficient exposition to place the work into appropriate context of cerebral ischemia, since the paper is an in vitro study.
